
Note to
Teachers

There is so much to discover in the WOWmuseum.
We have gathered some ideas for you to enjoy as many
WOWmoments as possible. We wish you lots of fun
during your visit. Primary Level

QR-Code Rally
Which room is your favorite and why?
Write some sentences or draw a picture.

Photo Rally
Which group can take the most creative
photo?

Wonder Rally
Can you find the correct solution numbers?

Willow Rally
Where are Willow’s hideouts in the museum?
Describe the places you find.

The WOWmuseum provides you with an individual tour
guide on your mobile phone or any other device, thus
creating an interactive exploration tour through the
museum’s premises. When scanning the QR codes, the
exhibits and illusions are explained.

Goal:
Cultivation of students’ soft skills, which will prove
valuable during their visit:

• Get familiar with QR codes.
• What exactly is a QR code?
• How can I scan a QR code with a certain device?
• How do I take photos using my mobile phone?

Preparation –Materials

Die 4 WOW Rallys

Tasks in the museum

Task: Scan the QR code on the paper sheet &
watch the instructions video on how to best
explore the museum.

WOW tip: Split up into groups and complete
the 4 WOW Rallies as a team. Approx. 3-5
students per team is ideal.

4 different and exciting rallies await
you in the WOWmuseum:

• The QR Code Rally
By scanning the QR codes, you can learn a lot
about illusions and spaces.

• The Photo Rally
Creative group photos can be taken at our
4 photo stations

• The Wonder Rally
Try to solve our museum quiz which consists of
10 tricky questions about optical illusions.

• The Willow Rally
Our mascot works as hard as we do, but
he is a bit shy and always hides!

Intermediate Level

QR-Code Rally
Draw your favorite room and explain
why you like it, what is special about it?

Photo Rally
Which group can take the most creative
photo?
Where can you shrink down?
Take a picture of it.
2 become 1: try to create a split-up
person!

Wonder Rally
Can you find the correct solution numbers?
Add up your solutions and throw your card
into the prize box in the foyer

Willow Rally
Can you find Willow’s hideouts in the
museum?
What could a working day for Willow look
like? Narrate your story…



Oberstufe

QR-Code Rally
Which room or WOW exhibit would best describe
you and why?
Write an essay about an installation or theme in the
WOWMuseum

Photo Rally
Which group makes the most creative picture?
Where can you shrink yourself small?
Take a picture
Can you make a picture of yourself in black and
white?
2 becomes 1: Try to create a split personality!

Wonder Rally
Can you find the correct solution numbers?
Add up your solutions and
your card into the prize box in the foyer.

Willow Rally
What might a day at work look like for Willow?
Tell your story
Create a picture of Willow

Tasks in the museum

Be sure to bring:

• Perspective theory
• The human eye (anatomy, function etc.)
• Colour theory (colours & effect, complementary

colours, contrasts)
• Perception (How do we perceive things?)
• Illusions (optical illusions)
• Golden Section
• Photography
• Animated image gif

Other topics that can be integrated
into the lessons:

• charged mobile phone or tablet
• comfortable and thin clothes, as you

might get quite sweaty from the
4 photo spots

• Curiosity and playfulness

WOWMuseum
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Hier zum Führungsangebot

I am looking forward
to your visit!

Willow


